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Over 1,000 coronavirus infections in Russia involve one of three variants believed to be more
contagious, the head of Russia’s consumer protection watchdog said Thursday.  

The World Health Organization lists the SARS-CoV-2 mutations originating from Britain,
India and South Africa as variants of concern but has not said that any of them are deadlier
than the original SARS-CoV-2 strain. 

Related article: Russia Confirms First Cases of Indian Virus Strain

Out of over 1,000 identified Covid-19 mutation cases in Russia, 70% are the British strain,
24% the Indian strain and 6% the South African strain, Rospotrebnadzor head Anna Popova
was quoted as saying at the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum.

This means that Russia has at least 700 British strain infections, 240 Indian strain infections
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and 60 South African strain infections.

Russian authorities have claimed that the domestically-developed Sputnik V vaccine is
effective at preventing the Indian strain. A U.S. study meanwhile has said that Sputnik V is
significantly less effective against the South African variant.

In April, Sputnik V’s official Twitter account said the vaccine’s developer, the Russia-based
Gamaleya Institute, would publish a peer-reviewed study on Sputnik’s efficacy against
Covid-19 mutations by May, but it has not yet done so. 

Popova has previously said that patients infected with the new coronavirus strains have not
experienced different symptoms than those infected with the original SARS-CoV-2 strain. 

Russia last month confirmed its first cases of the mutation that originated in India among a
group of 130 first-year medical students from India who had arrived in Ulyanovsk in April.
The Indian strain has since been found in Moscow, St. Petersburg and the Pskov region, the
Izvestia newspaper reported, citing an epidemiological official.
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